REPLIES TO QUESTIONNAIRE ON IMPORT LICENSING PROCEDURES

YUGOSLAVIA

Supplement

The following notification has been received from the delegation of Yugoslavia, updating its reply to the Questionnaire contained in document L/5640/Add.20/Rev.2.

The changes in the import licensing procedures are the following:

1. In item 1, headed "Outline of Systems", the second paragraph, lines 1 and 2: delete "Federal Secretariat for Foreign Trade" and insert instead "Federal Secretariat for Foreign Economic Relations";

2. In item 5, headed "Purposes and Coverage of Licensing", the second paragraph, second indent after "No. 82/87" substitute the bracket for a comma and add "68/88 and 76/88";

3. In the Annex containing the list of products subject to import licensing, page 6, lines 1 and 2 delete "0901.11 - Coffee, not roasted, not decaffeinated and 0901.21 - Coffee, roasted, not decaffeinated". Namely, the abolition of coffee import licensing is in force as of 1 January 1989.